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What is Brockport?
   It was a teachers college until 60s.
   Physical Ed a big part of who we are.
   We are in the business of turning out teachers.
   We have traditionally been more physical Ed than primary education.

The campus will look better.
More townhomes somewhere.
Enrollment will stay the same because of campus size. We are in the workhorse category of SUNY schools.
There will be less on campus housing.
We will still need to aim for student interaction. Students struggle to communicate face to face
Student involvement piece Recreation offers social and emotional piece as well Students have a lot of stress these days...outlet for stress. Arts education cannot be in a vacuum.
We need more satellite campuses.
Media should pay as much attention to us as to MCC etc
We are a traditional liberal arts college. Online degrees from MIT Academic core vs job market 2025.
MBA offerings.
Our advertising needs to be jacked up.
Our profile in the region is so low...something needs to be done there too.
If our three cores are physical Ed, dance and teaching we should do more to reach those students.
Learning for learning sake.
Do we become an upperclassman school?
Transfers may lose time if they don't know what they want prior to getting here.
Years ago you went to college for four years and done. Now is so different.
Should there be so many SUNY schools?
Hybrid courses
Online for grad school
Do we still want to be a graduate school?
Telepsychiatry is up and coming.
More flexibility in times offered for professionals Based on our graduates...do they want to leave?
Gas will be more expensive.
Technology will be more important.
What is there a demand for?
   Nursing
   Teach teachers
Regional offices nationwide
How can we tie in to being flexible in delivery?
   There is a balance.
   The flipped classroom Sage on the stage is past Classrooms made to the school
More students coming here with issues.
Students are not ready academically or socially.
There is a demand for more single rooms.
Recreation centers to attract students.
Give them the recreation programs that they want.
Focus on phys ed because we have SERC.
Open SUNY.
We are not living in 2013 technology wise.
College needs an app.
Students already don't read email.
Students don't even know where to find the information.
Look at what the workplace needs and build competencies on this campus.
Students need to learn about teamwork. This can happen in the classroom better than anywhere else.
We could look at being SUNY Rochester. We could move to the old Kodak building. Do we need to be more important in Rochester?
Do we need to be more community focused here in Brockport?
Experiential learning needs to be part of the college experience.
We will still have a strong residential college.
Will need to accept more transfer credit as times change.
Can we outsource some things that we do?
Are we going to have these conversations with students?
Employers at the career fair said our students were so nice and so well rounded, do we know what makes them that way?
Regionally people are having to leave here.
Elder care and geriatrics and having a senior center on campus.
More is being done with less people.
Many students want to plow through their degree...why not offer year round courses?
Offer the classes when students need them.
When students come here students don't want to leave, even if we don't have their program.
Small community feel, good people here. Makes people want to stay.
The people here are good, genuine people. We create a family environment. Students can feel it.
Don't know the components that go into that feeling.